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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Hage and Neal to run for ALA presidency


Christine Lind Hage, director of the Rochester
 Hills (Mich.) Public Library, and James G. “Jim”
 Neal, university librarian emeritus at Columbia
 University in New York City, have filed as petition
 candidates for the 2017–2018 presidency of ALA.
 Hage and Neal will join presidential candidates
 Sara Laughlin and Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, along
 with treasurer candidates Patricia “Patty” Wong
 and Susan Hildreth, in a candidates’ forum on January 9 during the 2016 ALA Midwinter
 Meeting and Exhibits in Boston....


Office of ALA Governance, Sept. 9, 29


ProQuest to acquire Ex Libris


Marshall Breeding writes: “In a move that alters the business
 dynamics of the library technology sector, ProQuest has
 announced that it will acquire Ex Libris in a deal expected to
 close in later in 2015. Ex Libris, under the ownership of
 Golden Gate Capital since November 2012, will become a
 wholly owned business of ProQuest. This merger significantly
 extends ProQuest’s offerings of technology-based workflow
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 and resource management tools and places a broader
 portfolio of products under the responsibility of Ex Libris. Following the close, a new
 business group will be formed called Ex Libris, a ProQuest Company.”...


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 6


 


 


The ADA and inclusion in libraries


John Carlo Bertot and Paul T. Jaeger write: “This year
 marks the 25th anniversary of the passage of the
 Americans with Disabilities Act, which mandated
 inclusion and equal participation for people with
 disabilities in many aspects of society. Libraries were
 often the first social or government institutions in
 many communities across the nation to recognize the
 humanity of people with disabilities and provide services to promote their rights and
 equality.”...


 AL: The Scoop, Oct. 5


Why Silicon Valley cares about the Librarian of Congress


Max Lewontin writes: “In 2012, the Library of Congress
 issued a ruling that cellphone unlocking would now be a
 violation of US copyright law. The ruling rankled many
 cellphone users, prompting a sharp rebuke from some
 members of Congress and the Obama administration,
 which eventually reversed the decision two years later.
 Librarians and other groups are raising questions about
 the library’s stewardship of the US Copyright Office.”...


Christian Science Monitor, Oct. 5


Moments will try to tame Twitter’s chaos


Farhad Manjoo writes: “A new feature, called
 Moments, attempts to transform Twitter’s chaotic
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 timeline into a series of narratives that are easily
 navigated by people who aren’t indoctrinated into the
 service’s strange rituals. When you open Twitter on
 your phone or on the web, you will now see a new
 Moments section alongside the standard timeline. Tap it and you’ll be taken to a half-
dozen or so headlines pointing to the big events currently being discussed on Twitter.”
 Lance Ulanoff offers a few more practical details....


New York Times, Oct. 6; Mashable, Oct. 6


School internet filters: The forgotten battleground


Katrina Schwartz writes: “Despite the increasing
 emphasis on technology as a learning tool in the
 classroom, many school districts still aggressively
 filter the internet that teachers and students can
 access. While the federal Children’s Internet
 Protection Act requires that schools filter for
 pornographic images, many districts are over-filtering.
 It’s common for school districts to block social media, chatting services, online games, and
 video services.”...


KQED News: Mind/Shift, Sept. 30


School library book-tasting programs


Sereena Hamm writes: “Book tasting is a great way to
 showcase your school library collection to both avid
 readers, reluctant readers, and those in between.
 The idea is simple. In a book tasting, the library is
 into a restaurant experience, but instead of serving a
 three-course meal with food, students sample three
 different books to decide if they’d like to read them
 and to expand their reading tastes. The goal is that students will leave with at least one
 title of a book that they are excited about.”...


Teen Services Underground, Oct. 6


What school librarians should know about Bookshare


Helen Adams writes: “One of the principles of
 intellectual freedom is to provide access to
 information and learning resources to all students,
 and this includes students with print disabilities. Help is available to eligible students
 through Bookshare, the world’s largest accessible online library currently making over
 296,000 educational titles available to its members. Eligible users must be certified by
 competent authorities as having one of three types of disabilities.”...
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Knowledge Quest blog, Oct. 6


Search faster with Napoleon


Phil Bradley writes: “Search Google, YouTube, and
 Wikipedia straight from the page with the Napoleon
 add-on. Simply install it onto your Chrome browser,
 and when you find a word or a phrase on a webpage, just highlight it, right mouse click,
 and see the results. You can then scroll through until you get the information that you
 want. It will save you a lot of time and is a great way to do a multisearch while still on the
 page.”...


Phil Bradley’s Weblog, Oct. 6


Drone regulations: What you need to know


Jim Fisher writes: “You bought a drone. And you’re
 probably chomping at the bit to get the battery
 charged and take it out for the first test flight. But
 before you do, you need to be aware of the rules and
 regulations that the Federal Aviation Administration
 has put in place for flying drones in the US. And you
 should also be aware of your rights and the rights of those around you.”...


PC Magazine, Oct. 2


The thrilling rise of the YA antiheroine


Imogen Russell Williams writes: “Antiheroines don’t feature in a lot of kids’
 or young adult fiction. But at long last, I’ve noticed some mean girls—not
 quite a monstrous regiment, but a sinister strike force, at least—popping
 up in YA fiction. In her first novel, Pretty Bad Things (2010), CJ Skuse
 sketches a bright, acidic portrait of Paisley, one half of the teen Wonder
 Twins, who go on a crime spree through Vegas en route to find their long-
lost dad.”...


The Guardian (UK), Oct. 1


Single-player games in libraries


Scott Rader writes: “Conventional wisdom says libraries should offer
 games where the largest numbers of players can play simultaneously.
 I wonder how many libraries own Wiis for this reason. Multiplayer
 games are terrific. They get teens involved. They can create
 community. However, I implore librarians to not ignore single-player
 titles for their libraries. Video games are often lauded for their
 increasingly complex storytelling. This is something librarians can and
 should get behind.”...


YALSA The Hub, Oct. 5; GamesRadar, Nov. 8, 2013
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Halloween at the academic library


Katy Kelly writes: “In graduate school, one of my professors showed
 our class a photo of a reference desk lovingly decorated with paper
 ghosts and small pumpkins for Halloween. The professor then
 asked, ‘Is this a place where you would want to ask an academic
 research question?’ Opinions about library holiday decor aside,
 there are clever ways you can promote services, collections, and
 staff around a Halloween theme. Here is a list of my favorite
 examples from academic libraries.”...


Programming Librarian, Sept. 29
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 RSS feed.


Court rules Google Books project is fair use


A US appeals court ruled (PDF file) on October 16 that
 Google Books, a massive effort to scan millions of books
 for an online library does not violate copyright law,
 rejecting claims from a group of authors that the project
 illegally deprives them of revenue. The 2nd US Circuit
 Court of Appeals in New York rejected infringement
 claims from the Authors Guild and several individual
 writers, and found that the project provides a public service without violating intellectual
 property law. The authors sued Google in 2005....


Reuters, Oct. 16


Cyber bill could let feds spy on library users


Librarians are warning that a cybersecurity bill about to hit
 the Senate floor could help the government spy on
 people using library computers. ALA President Sari
 Feldman on October 14 urged senators to oppose the
 “privacy-hostile” bill known as the Cybersecurity
 Information Sharing Act. “When librarians oppose a bill
 with ‘information sharing’ in its name you can be sure that
 the bill is decidedly more than advertised,” Feldman
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 said....


The Hill, Oct. 14; ALA Washington Office, Oct. 14


 


 


New research highlights libraries’ expanded roles


A majority of our nation’s nearly 17,000 public libraries
 provide programs to help identify health insurance
 resources and also training to increase familiarity with
 new technologies, according to a new study from ALA.
 This year’s Digital Inclusion Survey caps two decades
 of research on public libraries and the internet and the
 expanded roles libraries are playing in their
 communities. The Connecticut State Library, for one, expects health literacy needs to
 continue to grow....


 ALA Washington Office, Oct. 14


Pura Belpré Award to celebrate 20th year


Alison Marcotte writes: “Born in Puerto Rico at the turn of
 the last century, Pura Belpré (right) moved to New York
 in 1920 and became the first Latina librarian in the New
 York Public Library system in 1921. She engaged
 patrons with reading clubs, puppet theater, and bilingual
 story hours at various branches, including the 135th and
 115th Street branches, as well as through talks at
 churches, community centers, and schools.”...


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 14


Cubs win! Cubs win!


Alison Marcotte writes: “Chicago Cubs fans can now add
 Niles (Ill.) Public Library to their list of places to celebrate.
 In honor of the team’s appearance in the Major League
 Baseball playoffs, the library is featuring Wrigley Field on
 its new green screen and letting community members
 show their Cubs pride. So far, the library has had more
 than 90 Cubs photos taken since it debuted on October
 9, and the number is growing every day.”...


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 16
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Scholarships to attend 2016 IFLA congress in Columbus


ALA has been awarded a 2015 Laura Bush 21st Century Library
 Program grant from the Institute of Museum and Library
 Services. The $50,000 grant will be used to provide 50 $1,000
 scholarships to help a diverse group of librarians, library staff,
 and library students in the US attend the International Federation
 of Library Associations and Institutions World Library and
 Information Congress in Columbus, Ohio, August 13–19, 2016. Apply by December 31....


ALA International Relations Office, Oct. 13


Free access to Booklist’s first digital edition


To celebrate the publication of its first digital edition, Booklist will offer
 open access to its October 15 issue, “Spotlight on First Novels,” for a
 limited time. Both subscribers and non-subscribers will have the
 opportunity to read the full text of hundreds of Booklist reviews and
 features for free. The digital edition format will offer readers a page-by-
page reproduction of the print magazine with the added convenience of
 online access....


Booklist, Oct. 14


South Carolina storm soaked hundreds of kid’s books


The Edgar Allan Poe Library on Sullivan’s Island in
 Charleston Harbor has the feeling of a fortress with its
 two-foot-thick walls, but it was no match for the
 torrential rains of early October. The library, a branch
 of the Charleston County (S.C.) Public Library that is
 housed in a former Spanish-American gun battery,
 has been closed for two weeks of cleanup because
 the storm left six inches of water in the children’s reading room....


Charleston (S.C.) Post and Courier, Oct. 15


Tennessee State Librarian pushes for new facility


Tennessee State Librarian Charles Sherrill and his
 colleagues have been touring the state, trying to
 drum up support to have a new state library and
 archival building paid for and erected at the
 Bicentennial Capitol Mall in Nashville. The project is
 expected to cost $90 million, only $20 million of
 which has been secured. Most pressing is the issue
 of available space, but they’re also dealing with a decreasing ability to help educate
 students and academics....


Johnson City (Tenn.) Press, Oct. 16
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Quebec librarians leery of Islamic group’s books


Several libraries in Quebec say they have received a package of books
 from an Islamic group in Saudi Arabia, including one that condemns the
 freedoms of Western women as the cause of infidelity and the neglect of
 children. The books came free from a group identified on the mailing
 label as the Muslim World League / World Wide Association for
 Introducing Islam, which is based in Mecca. Included were a copy of the
 Qur’an and a book titled Women’s Rights: A Historical Perspective by
 Abdallah H. Al-Kahtany....


Yahoo News Canada: Daily Brew, Oct. 15; Le Journal de Montréal, Oct. 15


Marlon James wins Man Booker Prize


Jamaican novelist Marlon James won the 2015 Man Booker Prize on
 October 13 for his novel A Brief History of Seven Killings, a raw, violent
 epic that uses the attempted assassination of Bob Marley in 1976 to
 explore Jamaican politics, gang wars, and drug trafficking. James is the
 first Jamaican-born author to win the prize, Britain’s most prestigious
 literary award. At a ceremony at London’s Guildhall, James said he was
 so certain that he would not win that he did not prepare an acceptance
 speech....


New York Times, Oct. 13


Salman Rushdie warns of new dangers to free speech


Violence against writers and a misplaced sense of political
 correctness pose new dangers to freedom of speech in the West,
 author Salman Rushdie said at the opening of the Frankfurt Book
 Fair on October 13. Rushdie, the subject of an Iranian death threat in
 1989 for his book The Satanic Verses, which was deemed
 blasphemous by many Muslims, said he had not expected freedom
 of expression to come under attack again to this extent in the
 Western world....


Reuters, Oct. 14


New LC book reveals America in the 21st century


The Library of Congress, in association with the nonprofit
 photography group Facing Change: Documenting America, has
 produced a new national portrait of America. Published by Prestel,
 Facing Change: Documenting America by Leah Bendavid-Val
 features the work of 10 of the country’s most celebrated
 photojournalists. The collaborative project was inspired by work
 done in the 1930s and 1940s by photographers employed by the
 Farm Security Administration....
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Library of Congress, Oct. 15


Lomax Family manuscripts now online


The American Folklife Center on October 15 launched the
 online publication of the Lomax Family manuscripts, with
 access to 25,000 pages created primarily by folklorist Alan
 Lomax during the 1940s and 1950s. More than 350,000 pages
 from the 100 archival collections documenting the work of John
 A. Lomax Sr., Ruby Terrill Lomax, Alan Lomax, Bess Lomax
 Hawes, and John A. Lomax Jr. will become available to the
 public during the next year....


Library of Congress, Oct. 15


Seniors and the internet


Research has shown that seniors, especially those 80
 and older, can benefit greatly by being connected to
 family and friends via the internet and making use of
 social media. But 27% are “virtual shut-ins” unable or
 not interested in using the web or social networking as
 a result of their inability to use the internet or the need
 for assistance, according to a “Rewiring Aging” survey
 sponsored by Brookdale Senior Living....


Telecompetitor, Oct. 14


Encryption is more important and easier than ever


Vindu Goel writes: “Twenty years after Netscape
 introduced encryption to web browsers to safeguard
 the private data of internet users, roughly two-thirds of
 web traffic still moves on unprotected channels,
 according to research by Sandvine. But now, the computer industry and the US
 government have embarked on a major, multifront campaign to have basic web encryption
—known as HTTPS or TLS encryption—more widely adopted.”...


New York Times: Bits, Oct. 14


Princeton’s collection of death masks


Life and death masks of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832),
 and almost 100 others just like them, make up the Laurence Hutton
 Collection of Life and Death Masks. Stored deep inside Princeton
 University’s Firestone Library, it’s the largest known collection of life and
 death masks in the US, and one of the biggest in the world. It is also a
 testament to one man’s decades-long obsession with a practice that
 was once common but is now an eerie remnant of a bygone era....
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Inside New Jersey, Oct. 14


How to get away with fantasy


Kelly Dickinson writes: “The word ‘fantasy’ is defined
 as the ability, activity, or product of imagining things,
 especially concepts that are impossible, improbable,
 or otherwise removed from our reality. When applied
 to fiction, the term usually references a genre of
 literature that takes place within alternative worlds or
 includes events and characters that operate outside of the rules governing our universe—
usually through the existence of some kind of magic. Sometimes we need to escape our
 own reality—especially during our teenage years.”...


YALSA: The Hub, Oct. 16
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For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Take me out to the library


Ron Chepesiuk writes: “When Helen Derringer came to
 the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum in
 Cooperstown, New York, in early 1998, she discovered
 that the institution also had a library containing many old
 books and voluminous records about ballplayers. She
 asked Library Director Jim Gates, who was filling in at the
 reference desk, if he could find some information about
 her father, Paul Derringer, who played in major-league baseball for several years. I told
 her, ‘We sure can, if your father played baseball,’ Gates recalled.”...


American Libraries feature, Oct. 23


Libraries celebrate Back to the Future Day


Alison Marcotte and Terra Dankowski write: “Many
 libraries celebrated Back to the Future Day—October
 21, 2015—with screenings of the Back to the Future
 trilogy and programming related to the films. The date,
 which is featured prominently in Back to the Future
 Part II, has been incorrectly depicted in internet hoaxes
 and memes for years. The Salt Lake City Public Library hosted a showing of Part II, trivia,
 a costume contest, and a photo booth.” As a footnote, two wayward issues of RUSA’s
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 journal RQ appeared twice in Back to the Future (1985), apparently placed there by set
 director Hal Gausman....


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 21; Latest Library Links, Oct. 21


Vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free options in Boston


Carli Spina writes: “Boston is a great city with a lot of
 great food options, but if you have special dietary
 requirements, it can still be difficult to find places to eat.
 That’s why YALSA has compiled information about
 restaurants that are great for vegetarians, vegans, and
 those who need to ensure that their food is gluten-free.”...


YALSA Blog, Oct. 20; YALSA 2016 Midwinter wiki


 


 


Inaugural Newlen-Symons Award


ALA is accepting nominations for the inaugural Newlen-
Symons Award for Excellence in Serving the GLBT
 Community. The award, to be given for the first time this
 year, will honor recent library initiatives that demonstrate excellence in library services for
 the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender community. The award consists of a citation
 and $1,000 in cash. Nominations are due by December 15....


 Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table, Oct. 20


Petition in support of strong encryption


A We the People petition to the White House in
 support of strong encryption policies needs some
 11,900 more endorsements by October 30: “The
 government should not erode the security of our
 devices or applications, pressure companies to keep
 and allow government access to our data, mandate implementation of vulnerabilities or
 backdoors into products, or have disproportionate access to the keys to private data.”...


We the People, Sept. 29


Librarians upset by Airbnb ads in San Francisco


“Dear Public Library System, Please use the $12 million in hotel
 taxes to keep the library open later.”—so read one of the
 headlines in Airbnb’s new poster campaign in San Francisco. The
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 ad prompted a Facebook response from San Francisco State
 University Assistant Professor Martha Kenney. Airbnb is fighting to
 sway public opinion against a November 3 ballot measure to
 restrict short-term rentals in the city. Airbnb later said that it was
 removing the campaign as “the tone” wasn’t quite right....


Adland, Oct. 22; SF Weekly, Oct. 21; New York Times, Oct. 22


Recognizing the Friends of the Library


Anyone who’s stopped to buy one of the books for sale in the
 Lodi (Calif.) Public Library’s lobby has met a Friend—with a
 capital F. The Friends of Lodi Public Library run the bustling
 bookstore off the hallway leading to the community room as
 well. But these volunteers—more than 60 of them at the last
 count—do a lot more than just sell paperbacks and picture
 books. Library Friends groups are being appreciated October
 18–24 during National Friends of Libraries Week, sponsored
 by United for Libraries....


Lodi (Calif.) News-Sentinel, Oct. 16; United for Libraries


Reinventing the library


Author Alberto Manguel writes: “Libraries are resilient.
 Intent on surviving in an age where the intellectual act
 has lost almost all prestige, libraries have become
 largely social centers. Most libraries today are used
 less to borrow books than to seek protection from
 harsh weather and to find jobs online, and it is
 admirable that librarians have lent themselves to these
 very necessary services that don’t traditionally belong to their job description.”...


New York Times, Oct. 23


Libraries take to the streets with mobile labs


Chris Berdik writes: “A mix of Wi-Fi–enabled buses
 and mobile computer labs has hit America’s streets.
 Some of these vehicles act simply as roving internet
 hot spots. Others ferry educational software and
 coding and robotics workshops to city parks,
 churches, and youth groups serving communities in
 danger of being left behind. But the demand is huge,
 and technology on wheels isn’t cheap. How far can the movement go?”...


The Hechinger Report, Oct. 21
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We don’t need to be superheroes


Madeline Walton-Hadlock writes: “When we work on
 the reference desk or the public service floor, we are
 there under the assumption that people will have
 problems for us to fix. But if we position ourselves as
 superheroes, doesn’t it follow that we assume library
 users are victims who need saving? Despite our best
 intentions, this deficits-based assumption can subtly suggest to families that we do not
 value their inherent worth and potential.”...


ALSC Blog, Oct. 20


New Edward Snowden button for librarians


Christian Lauersen writes: “So Edward Snowden joined
 Twitter and recently did a tweet on how the Library
 Freedom Project stepped up against the Department of
 Homeland Security in its attempt to stop the Tor relay pilot
 at Kilton Library in New Hampshire. Snowden ended the
 tweet with the statement: ‘Librarians are badass.’ He is
 right, and when somebody is right, I call for a button. So we
 started the button maker at my library and ended up with
 this bad boy.”...


The Library Lab, Oct. 22


Research data management roles for libraries


Deanna Marcum writes: “Neil Rambo, director of the Health
 Sciences Library at New York University’s Langone
 Medical Center, graciously agreed to describe the
 development of data management services at his library for
 the Ithaka S+R issue brief series. Research Data
 Management: Roles for Libraries is his account of how
 NYU’s Health Sciences Library established this relatively
 new service and the challenges the library still faces.”...


Ithaka S+R Blog, Oct. 22


Facebook just made all public posts searchable


Caitlin McGarry writes: “It used to be so easy to fly under the
 radar on Facebook. You could prevent people from searching
 for you by name, then that went away. You could rely on old
 photos staying in the past, but then Facebook rolled out
 Memories so everyone can relive great (or awful) moments
 with you. You could count on years-old posts not being swept
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 up in a search dragnet just because you used a certain
 keyword, but now that, too, is a lost hope. Facebook just
 made all two trillion public posts searchable.”...


PC World, Oct. 22; Facebook Newsroom, Oct. 22


The 10 best tablets of 2015


Wendy Sheehan Donnell and Sascha Segan write: “It’s been
 just over five short years since the original Apple iPad hit the
 scene, and the current tablet market was born. But which
 tablet is right for you? Whether you’re eyeing an iPad, one of
 the many Android tablets available, or a Windows tablet for
 productivity, here are the key factors you need to consider
 when shopping for a tablet, along with the 10 top-rated
 models we’ve tested.”...


PC Magazine, Oct. 21


Cal and the Maiden


Peter Hart writes: “At Rumson-Fair Haven (N.J.) Regional
 High School, one parent started a petition against two works
 being used in the English curriculum: Ariel Dorfman’s play
 Death and the Maiden and Bernard MacLaverty’s novel Cal.
 But it didn’t stop there; the petition asked the board to
 remove ‘any other material that is not age appropriate.’ A
 student started a counter-petition opposing the censorship
 of books. The controversy came to a head at a crowded Board of Education meeting on
 October 13.”...


National Coalition Against Censorship, Oct. 22


Do you wanna go to Starbucks?


“Do You Wanna Go to Starbucks?” is a mini-musical
 parody (2:13) on Frozen’s song ‘Do You Want to
 Build a Snowman?’ (originally by Lopez and Lopez)
 by two students from Point Loma Nazarene
 University in San Diego, California. Music and acting
 by Jené Nicole Johnson, with camerawork by Olivia
 Mowry....


YouTube, May 3, 2014
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American Library Association • October 13, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


An interview with David Mao


David Mao began serving as Acting Librarian of Congress on October
 1, upon the retirement of Librarian of Congress James H. Billington
 after 28 years. Mao has been with the Library of Congress since 2005
 when he served as head of the American Law Consulting Section of
 the Congressional Research Service, and he has been Deputy
 Librarian of Congress since January. American Libraries spoke with
 Mao about his vision for LC about one week into his new job....


American Libraries feature, Oct. 13


Collaboration at your state library conference


Ashley Cooksey writes: “Attending conferences is like
 going to the spa for me. I walk away feeling renewed,
 refreshed, and energized. I feel ready to conquer the
 world, or at least my school library. One of the many
 reasons I love attending my state conference is for the
 collaboration. At a state conference, you can
 collaborate with so many different types of librarians, not just school librarians; and you
 are able to share your ideas with all of them.”...


Knowledge Quest blog, Oct. 13
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Library 2.015 conference on October 20


The date is set, proposals are accepted, and presentations are
 being prepared for the fifth annual Library 2.015 Worldwide
 Virtual Conference. On October 20, from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Pacific
 time, the free international conference will be held online via
 Blackboard Collaborate web conferencing and is accessible from
 any personal computer and most mobile devices. Scholars,
 researchers, information professionals, and students are
 encouraged to attend. American Libraries Associate Editor Phil
 Morehart will be presenting on new library designs....


 Library 2.0, Oct. 13


National Friends of Libraries Week


Friends groups and libraries across the country will
 be celebrating the 10th annual National Friends of
 Libraries Week on October 18–24. Friends groups,
 trustees, and library staff can find Friends of
 Libraries Week materials—including promotional ideas, editable publicity materials,
 camera-ready bookmarks, and ideas from past celebrations—online....


United for Libraries, Oct. 5


Four Brooklyn branches to open on Sundays


The Brooklyn Public Library will keep four of its locations
 open on Sundays to accommodate Brooklyn’s growing
 Orthodox Jewish community that can’t utilize a library on
 Saturday, Councilmen David G. Greenfield and Brad
 Lander announced on October 7. The new Sunday
 service will go into effect at the Midwood, Borough Park,
 Mapleton, and Ryder branches starting October 25. Due
 to union rules, operating on Sunday is considerably more expensive than any other day of
 the week....


Bensonhurst Bean (Brooklyn), Oct. 7


Indianapolis public art and literacy project


D. J. Pangburn writes: “An Indianapolis-based public
 art and literacy project, The Public Collection, is
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 improving on Little Free Libraries. Developed by
 Rachel M. Simon, the Public Collection fuses the
 book station with art installation, to ‘improve literacy,
 foster a deeper appreciation of the arts, and raise
 awareness for education and social justice in our
 community.’ To do this, Simon invited nine local artists to make book stations that doubled
 as sculptural works and placed them in various locations around the city.”...


Good, Oct. 12


Five lessons library websites can learn from Buzzfeed


Christina Manzo writes: “Since its 2006 launch,
 Buzzfeed has become an internet institution by
 recognizing and capitalizing on the insatiable life
 cycle of viral media. According to analytics website QuantCast, the site saw 146 million
 visits in May 2015 alone. Buzzfeed’s business model relies on shareability, which is why
 library website designers have the opportunity to learn from Buzzfeed’s overwhelming
 success. Here are the top five lessons library website designers can learn from
 Buzzfeed.”...


Weave 1, no. 3 (2015)


Storytelling in video games


Ethan Evans writes: “I appreciate the cultural shift
 that’s happening with gaming. I know that as an
 English teacher, I was expected to be shaking my
 finger at kids who want to rot their minds with all
 those TV shows and games. I was supposed to be pushing them to read books instead.
 But I don’t think gaming is a hindrance to what English teachers and librarians are
 promoting. Here’s a list of games that show exceptional craft when it comes to
 storytelling.”...


YALSA The Hub, Oct. 13


Cataloging games: Ideas and resources


Philip Minchin writes: “If games and play are a fraction
 as important as I believe they are, they deserve
 intelligent, considered, literate discussion comparable to
 what we afford literature, cinema, and other arts.
 However, games need their own critical vocabulary.
 And libraries can offer this, not only by including games in their collections, but by
 cataloging them properly, with reference to narrative or thematic elements, publication
 metadata, and the actual details of how they are played.”...


International Games Day, Oct. 5
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Which game console should you buy?


Keith Stuart writes: “Buying a new games console is
 one of those most vitally important decisions you can
 make in life. Choose correctly, and you’re guaranteed
 years of fun and entertainment; make a bad call, and
 you’ll have a useless black box under your TV. So
 let’s say you’ve committed to buying at least one shiny new machine. Which should it be?
 Here is a quick guide to where the big consoles are right now.”...


The Guardian (UK), Oct. 12


The best digital cameras of 2015


Jim Fisher writes: “When it comes to shopping for
 electronics, digital cameras are among the more difficult
 products to purchase. Not only are there dozens of models
 to choose from, there are different types ranging from
 pocket-friendly point-and-shoots to advanced D-SLRs and
 mirrorless cameras with interchangeable lenses. There are
 five main classes of cameras to consider, and we’ll break
 them down to help you decide which type of camera will best suit your needs and your
 budget.”...


PC Magazine, Oct. 7


Robo-librarian in Fort Lauderdale


Alison Marcotte writes: “As patrons enter the African-
American Research Library and Cultural Center in
 Fort Lauderdale, Florida, they are greeted by a robot
 modeled after former Broward County (Fla.) Library
 Director Samuel F. Morrison. The sensor-activated
 replica gives visitors insights into the library and local
 community. The animatronic, unveiled in May, relates
 to the library’s history as well as Morrison, who was director from 1990 to 2003.”...


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 9


Robots have arrived


Bohyun Kim writes: “Noticing their relevance to STEM
 education, some libraries are making robots available
 to patrons. Westport (Conn.) Public Library provides
 robot training classes for its two Nao robots. Chicago
 Public Library lends a number of Finch robots that
 patrons can program to see how they work. In
 celebration of National Robotics Week back in April, San Diego Public Library hosted its
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 first Robot Day educating the public about how robots have made an impact on society.”...


ACRL TechConnect Blog, Oct. 12
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American Library Association • October 20, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


2016 Carnegie Medals shortlist


ALA has announced the six books shortlisted for the 2016
 Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and
 Nonfiction, awarded for the previous year’s best books
 written for adult readers and published in the US. The two
 medal winners will be announced by selection committee
 chair Nancy Pearl at the RUSA Book and Media Awards
 event at the ALA Midwinter Meeting and Exhibits in Boston
 on January 10....


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 19


ALA, COSLA help libraries increase broadband capacity


The launch of a new phase of the federally funded E-
rate reform program aimed at improving broadband
 capacity was announced October 19 by ALA and the
 Chief Officers of State Library Agencies. The Library E-
rate Assessment Planning (LEAP) project is a two-year
 initiative that will target five pilot states to develop
 strategies to increase broadband capacity to local
 libraries in each state. LEAP states are Alaska, California, Iowa, Kentucky, and North
 Dakota....
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Office for Information Technology Policy, Oct. 19


 


 


Laughlin withdraws candidacy for ALA President


Sara Gaar Laughlin (right), retired director of the Monroe County
 Public Library in Bloomington, Indiana, has withdrawn her candidacy
 for the 2017–2018 presidency of ALA, citing a family health matter
 requiring her full attention. Remaining presidential candidates are
 Christine Lind Hage, Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, and James (Jim) Neal.
 Ballot mailing for the 2016 ALA election will begin on March 15,
 2016....


 Office of ALA Governance, Oct. 16


Knife-wielding attacker thwarted at library chess club


A 75-year-old chess instructor who fought off a knife-wielding man
 threatening to kill children at the Morton (Ill.) Public Library on
 October 13 said the attack will not stop his class from holding its
 next meeting. Army veteran James Vernon (right) has one arm in
 a sling and says his life has been inconvenienced since he
 disarmed 19-year-old Dustin Brown, who entered the library with
 two hunting knives. The children were able to escape the room
 after Vernon put himself between Brown and the door....


Chicago Tribune, Oct. 17; Pekin (Ill.) Daily Times, Oct. 15


MSU now holds largest media collection in US


Bad-hair 1990s movies. Obscure CDs only music
 lovers can name. Pac-Man and Donkey Kong.
 They’ve arrived at Michigan State University as part
 of a rare collection of more than 850,000 movies,
 CDs, and video games, a donation from California-
based Rovi Corp. The Rovi Media Collection, which is
 housed in the main MSU library, is the largest media
 collection held by a library in the United States, and
 is essential for faculty and student research....


Michigan State University, Oct. 19


Rare baseball card returns to NYPL
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An extremely rare baseball card that went missing from
 the New York Public Library at least 30 years ago is
 back in its home. A member of the NYPL security team
 traveled to Texas in September to retrieve the 1869
 card, which features the Cincinnati Red Stockings, from
 sports memorabilia dealer Leon Luckey, who agreed to
 surrender the collectible he purchased in a 2000
 auction for $10,000. The card will be available for
 viewing for researchers and fans on an appointment-only basis....


New York Daily News, Oct. 19


 


 


ARL Issue Brief on the Google Books decision


The US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
 unanimously ruled on October 16 in Authors Guild v.
 Google that Google’s mass scanning and digital
 indexing of books for use in creating a searchable online
 library constituted a legal “fair use” of copyrighted
 material rather than an infringement. For an in-depth
 analysis of the decision, see the ARL Policy Notes blog
 post “Second Circuit Affirms Fair Use in Google Books Case,” which has now been
 published as an ARL Issue Brief (PDF file)....


Association of Research Libraries, Oct. 20; ARL Policy Notes, Oct. 16


The ebook pricing wars


Michael Rockliff writes: “Perhaps it’s easy for me to say,
 being out of the ebook pricing wars now (safely retired),
 but much of the publisher angst over ebook pricing
 terms to libraries strikes me as responding to problems
 that haven’t yet materialized, and in fact may not.
 Further, it has led to policies that alienate a market
 segment that is more important than ever to the
 success of our books. There is much to be learned, and less to lose, in trying out as many
 business models as possible.”...


AL: E-Content, Oct. 20


Surveys on books, ebooks, and libraries


The number of book readers has dipped a bit from the
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 previous year and the number of ebook readers has
 remained flat, according to new survey findings from
 Pew Research Center. There are some signs that
 readers’ faith in ebooks is a bit shaken, according to
 a survey by Good eReader Research. Yet according
 to a recent Harris Poll, more than half (55%) of
 Americans are extremely or very satisfied with their local library. Satisfaction is especially
 high among those with a library card (70%)....


Pew Research Center, Oct. 19; Good eReader, Oct. 18; Harris Poll, Oct. 15


11 reasons to take a cellphone break


K. Thor Jensen writes: “If you told somebody 50 years
 ago that the most world-changing invention of the near
 future was telephones you could carry around in your
 pocket, they’d probably look at you like you were
 insane. Scientists are starting to learn that spending so
 much time staring at our phones is actually doing some
 damage to our physical, social, and intellectual lives. In
 this feature, we’ll run down 11 main reasons you might want to give your phone a break
 for a bit.”...


PC Magazine, Oct. 17


TSA master keys, threat models, and encryption


Jason Griffey writes: “In November 2014, the
 Washington Post published a story with a photo (now
 deleted) of master keys used by the Transportation
 Security Administration. A few intrepid hackers
 located some higher-resolution photos, from which
 they reverse-engineered CAD files of the keys. The
 results are STL files for the seven master keys that
 the TSA has for luggage locks in the US. On October
 17, I decided to see how easy it would be to use a 3D-printed master key on a TSA-
approved lock.”...


Pattern Recognition, Oct. 20; Washington Post, Nov. 24, 2014; YouTube, Oct. 17


Digital tools for diversity


Alice Pettway writes: “Teacher and author Zetta Elliott has
 used print-on-demand publishing tools to make many of
 her books available and popular without help from a
 traditional publisher. Teachers use cloud-based tools like
 Storybird or apps like Bitstrips to publish students’ work.
 Most educators have access to diverse written resources
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 that reside on the web, often available for free. These
 digital tools allow educators to use classroom publishing
 to validate the experiences of all students.”...


Teaching Tolerance, no. 51 (Fall 2015)


Digital humanities tool will help sift big data


Digital humanities scholars from North Carolina State
 University and Texas A&M University are launching a
 powerful new system to help researchers more quickly
 and accurately sift through hundreds of thousands of
 archives and articles related to materials dating from
 450 AD to the 20th century. The new tool, called
 BigDIVA, was formally unveiled in October. BigDIVA
 offers a visual interface for navigating scholarly, peer-reviewed humanities content.
 BigDIVA may help with some of the big data problems that Nate Silver spoke about in his
 keynote address to the Rich Data Summit in San Francisco on October 14....


North Carolina State University, Nov. 12; DataInformed, Oct. 19


An animated introduction to Jane Austen


Dan Colman writes: “From philosopher and writer Alain
 de Botton’s School of Life comes the latest in a series
 of animated introductions to influential literary figures.
 Previous installments gave us a look at the life and
 work of Marcel Proust and Virginia Woolf. This one
 takes us inside the literary world of Jane Austen. And,
 as always, de Botton puts an accent on how reading
 literature can change your life.”...


Open Culture, Oct. 14


Use poetry to generate passwords


Nikhil Sonnad writes: “If you’re like most people, your
 passwords are terrible. You might have just one
 insecure password that you use for everything. A
 pair of computational linguists at the University of
 Southern California have a possible answer to your
 easy-to-hack habits. They set out (PDF file) to
 automatically generate unique passwords that are
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 both easy for humans to remember and very difficult for computers to crack. They found
 inspiration from, of all things, poetry.”...


Quartz, Oct. 20
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American Library Association • October 30, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Seeing how Libraries Transform across D.C.


Terra Dankowski writes: “Libraries are transformative and
 have a critical role to play in the digital age—that’s the
 idea behind Libraries Transform, an ALA national public
 awareness campaign that launched in Washington, D.C.,
 on October 29. ALA President Sari Feldman, ALA
 Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels, and ALA
 representatives toured a collection of D.C. libraries to see firsthand the best practices of
 libraries and library professionals in the information age and how programs and services
 are contributing to community engagement and empowerment.”...


 AL: The Scoop, Oct. 30


American Libraries November/December issue


In the November/December 2015 issue, American Libraries offers tips
 on how to capitalize on your trustees’ talents and recruit new
 members, explores health literacy and training programs for librarians,
 looks at death cafés being held in libraries, lists the must-dos at the
 ALA Midwinter Meeting and Exhibits in Boston, and interviews
 musician and author Pharrell Williams. Read the full issue or select
 individual articles....
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American Libraries, Oct. 30


Task forces on LIS accreditation announced


Laurie D. Borman writes: “ALA President Sari Feldman
 appointed two task forces on LIS accreditation. These
 were authorized by the ALA Executive Board in San
 Francisco in June and stemmed from a collaboration of
 the ALA Executive Board and ALISE leadership during
 2014–2015. The two task forces are the Task Force on
 Accreditation Process and Communication and the Task Force on the Context of Future
 Accreditation.”...


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 30


Phantoms among the folios


George M. Eberhart writes (with updates by Alison
 Marcotte): “In the fall, a journalist’s fancy lightly turns
 to thoughts of ghosts. Newspapers and magazines
 that haughtily refrain from printing news of the
 paranormal for 11 months of the year eagerly jump on
 the Halloween coach in October to regale their
 audiences with dubious tales of the preternatural.
 American Libraries is no exception. However, unlike less reputable media, we go to
 original sources whenever possible to ascertain whether or not our library spooks are
 spurious.” But then ghosts seem to be just an asynchrony in somato-sensory motor
 integration in the frontoparietal cortex, according to a 2014 paper in the journal Current
 Biology by Olaf Blanke, et al....


American Libraries feature, Oct. 28; Wall Street Journal, Oct. 28; Current Biology 24 (Nov.
 17, 2014): 2681–2686


On the road with Lafayette


Sarah Vowell is everywhere these days. The journalist, humorist, social
 commentator, and New York Times bestselling author is a late-night
 talk show regular whose distinctive voice can be heard on NPR and in
 numerous TV and film projects. Vowell sat down with American
 Libraries in June to discuss her latest book, Lafayette in the Somewhat
 United States, a funny and perceptive account of the Marquis de
 Lafayette’s impact, teaching history, and the vital role that libraries
 played in her youth....


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 29


Sherman Alexie added to PLA Conference lineup


PLA has added a Children’s Author Lunch with Sherman Alexie to the
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 PLA 2016 Conference schedule in Denver on April 7. Alexie connects
 readers around the world to the American Indian experience, making
 them laugh, cry, and think through his semi-autobiographical writings.
 Alexie joins a remarkable collection of authors scheduled for the PLA
 2016 Author Lunch series, including e. E. Charlton-Trujillo, Lamar
 Giles, I. W. Gregorio, and Arianna Huffington....


PLA, Oct. 29


 


 


Subscription scare fuels worries over access to texts


Ellen Wexler writes: “A Twitter-fueled furor erupted on
 October 29 after the Renaissance Society of America
 said that the database firm ProQuest had canceled
 the group’s subscription to Early English Books
 Online. The controversy didn’t last long—by that
 afternoon, ProQuest had apologized and said that the
 society’s access remained in place. But for many
 academics, the incident stoked familiar anxieties
 about the role of companies like ProQuest in the future of scholarly research and
 publishing.”...


Chronicle of Higher Education, Oct. 30


Russian police detain Ukrainian librarian in Moscow


Russian police have detained the director of the
 Library of Ukrainian Literature in Moscow on suspicion
 of inciting ethnic hatred, in the latest twist of the
 ongoing standoff between the two nations. The
 Russian investigative committee said in an October 29
 statement it had asked a court to arrest Natalya
 Sharina after the investigators found books in the
 library that allegedly disseminated “anti-Russian propaganda.” On October 30, employees
 accused the Russian investigators of planting banned extremist books on their shelves to
 create a pretext to raid the library and detain the director....


The Guardian (UK), Oct. 29; Wikipedia (Ukrainian); Censor.net, Oct. 29; Reuters, Oct. 30


Indiana launches media preservation initiative


Indiana University officially marked the establishment
 of an ambitious initiative aimed at preserving the
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 university’s extensive collection of audio, video, and
 film holdings with an October 21 ceremony at the
 Indiana Memorial Union. The IU Media Digitization
 and Preservation Initiative will preserve IU’s rare or
 irreplaceable collections of 635,000 recordings, currently stored in 50 formats housed in
 80 units across the Bloomington, Indianapolis, and regional campuses....


Indiana University, Oct. 29


Harvard Law Library’s scanning project


In a digital-age sacrifice intended to serve grand
 intentions, the librarians at the Harvard Law Library
 are slicing off the spines of all but the rarest of their
 volumes and feeding some 40 million pages through a
 high-speed scanner. They are taking this once
 unthinkable step to create a complete, searchable
 database of American case law that will be offered
 free on the internet, allowing instant retrieval of vital records that usually must be paid
 for....


New York Times, Oct. 28; Harvard Law Library, Oct. 4


The Cook’s Oracle


Bee Wilson writes: “For 25 years food historian Barbara
 Ketcham Wheaton (right), 84, worked as a curator of the
 culinary collection at the Schlesinger Library at Harvard’s
 Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study in Cambridge,
 Massachusetts. For the past half century, she has been
 quietly compiling a database called ‘The Cook’s Oracle,’ in
 which she intends to log every recipe, ingredient, and
 technique in the vast majority of all the cookbooks published in America and Europe.”...


New York Times Magazine, Oct. 29


Follett Challenge launches November 2


The $200,000 Follett Challenge returns for a fifth year
 and again will reward the most innovative K–12
 programs that teach 21st-century skills to students.
 The 2016 contest launches on November 2. All K–12
 schools, public and private, in the US and Canada are
 eligible to apply. Submissions are open to all K–12
 educators and Parent Teacher Organizations. A librarian, Tasha Squires at the O’Neill
 Middle School in Downers Grove, Illinois, won the 2015 Follett Challenge. Entries must be
 submitted by January 29....
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Follett, Oct. 29


Call for poster sessions at IFLA in Columbus


Are you involved in an interesting project or in an area
 of work that you would like to discuss with attendees
 at the IFLA World Library and Information Congress
 in Columbus, Ohio, August 13–19, 2016? Why not
 present your work as a poster session? Your topic
 could be described on a printed poster or by
 photographs, graphics, and pieces of text that you
 attach to the presentation panel. The deadline to submit a proposal is February 1....


International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions


NYT Best Illustrated Children’s Books of 2015


Every year since 1952, the New York Times Book
 Review has convened an independent panel of
 judges to select the New York Times Best
 Illustrated Children’s Books of the year. Judged
 purely on artistic merit, it’s the only annual award of
 its kind. This year’s judges were Frank Viva, Monica Edinger, and Marjorie Ingall....


New York Times Book Review, Oct. 28


What would Hermione Granger read?


Kimberli Buckley writes: “One of my favorite characters is Hermione
 Granger. She has a brilliant mind, is very gifted at spells, and may have a
 photographic memory. She is a loyal friend with strong convictions and
 somewhat of a rule follower. So, what if Hermione walked into my library
 right now? Let’s say she was done with school and on a break and
 wanted some books to read for fun. What books would I recommend?
 Well, here goes.”...


YALSA The Hub, Oct. 28
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American Library Association • October 9, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


From 3M to Bibliotheca


James LaRue writes: “On October 7, 3M’s Cloud
 Library team announced to its customers that the 3M
 Library Systems Business, including the 3M Cloud
 Library, had been sold to Bibliotheca. Matt Templis,
 who led 3M’s ebook efforts, would be going there too,
 along with the entire Cloud Library team. For now, all
 of the support contacts are in place, and most customers should expect to see business
 continue pretty much as usual. So what does it mean?”...


AL: E-Content, Oct. 8; Bibliotheca, Oct. 5


Life term for Librarian of Congress expiring?


Adam Eisgrau writes: “The Senate on October 7
 approved legislation to limit the service of all future
 Librarians of Congress. Coauthored by all five
 members of the Senate’s Joint Committee on the
 Library, and passed without debate by unanimous
 consent on the day of its introduction, the Librarian of
 Congress Succession Modernization Act of 2015
 (S.2162) would establish a 10-year term for the post renewable by the President upon
 Senate reconfirmation. Comparable House legislation is expected.”...
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District Dispatch, Oct. 8


 


 


The next Librarian of Congress should be an actual librarian


Meredith Farkas writes: “Whether the Library of
 Congress ends up with a visionary leader, a
 conservative supporter of business and the status quo,
 or a public intellectual without demonstrated managerial
 skills depends on whether President Obama sees this
 position as a vital part of his legacy and wants to
 expend the political capital to appoint someone who embodies open government and
 data, equality of access to information, and a commitment to a 21st-century digital
 infrastructure.”...


 New Republic, Oct. 6


Library loans pelts, skulls, mounted animals


Suzanna Caldwell writes: “Need to borrow a polar bear
 fur? Or a walrus skull complete with tusks? Or how about
 a beluga whale vertebrae or piece of baleen? All you
 need is a library card and a trip to the Alaska Resources
 Library and Information Services on the University of
 Alaska Anchorage campus. The library is home to the
 Furs, Mounts, and Skulls collection. It’s where hundreds
 of animal specimens from wolverine furs to stuffed puffins are available for checkout by
 the general public.”...


Alaska Dispatch News, Oct. 6


 


 


Makers in residence at DC Public Library


Elena Goukassian writes: “Once only found at academic
 institutions or highly specific retreats, creative residency
 programs are now taking place aboard Amtrak trains, in
 Antarctica, inside laundromats, and at the Large Hadron
 Collider. So it should come as no surprise that many public
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 libraries now also offer artist-in-residence programs. The
 DC Public Library is taking that idea a step further, adding
 a maker-in-residence to its growing repertoire of non-traditional programming.”...


DCist, Oct. 5


Alexievich wins Nobel Prize in Literature


Belarusian journalist Svetlana Alexievich was awarded the Nobel Prize for
 literature October 8 for work that the Swedish Academy described as “a
 monument to suffering and courage in our time.” The Nobel committee
 rarely chooses nonfiction writers for the literature prize. Alexievich is the
 author of, among other books, Voices from Chernobyl, about survivors of
 the nuclear plant disaster in Ukraine in 1986. She has also been a
 forceful critic of Russian military action and of President Vladimir Putin....


Washington Post, Oct. 8


 


 


Diversity initiatives in LIS


April Hathcock writes: “The library profession is so imbued with
 whiteness, extending even to the ways in which we discuss and
 address diversity, it is no wonder that our myriad diversity initiatives are
 not working. When we recruit for whiteness, we perpetuate whiteness in
 the profession, even when it comes in the form of a librarian with a
 diverse background. A look at the application requirements for a typical
 LIS diversity initiative demonstrates this point.”...


In the Library with the Lead Pipe, Oct. 7


10 low-cost ideas for your library’s comic con


Kathleen Gruver writes: “So you want to host a comic con
 at your library but don’t have any funding? Or you’ve
 been lucky enough to secure funding but still need some
 low or no-cost programs to fill out your comic con
 schedule. Fortunately, there are options for the budget
 conscious con organizer. For example, a Cosplay Dating
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 Game.” You can also apply for a Will Eisner Graphic Novel Innovation Grant, which
 provides support to a library for starting a graphic novel program. The application deadline
 is January 25....


Cosplay, Comics, and Geek Culture in Libraries, Oct. 8; Graphic Novels and Comics
 Member Initiative Group, Oct. 8


Apple offers enhanced Harry Potter ebooks


J. K. Rowling’s readers can now enjoy the Harry Potter series on their
 Apple devices. The company has made the enhanced ebook editions of
 all seven installments available at the iBooks Store. Fans can read all
 about the adventures of The Boy Who Lived on an iPhone, iPad, iPod
 touch, or Mac computer. These digital books feature interactive
 animations and intricate illustrations. Fans will also find annotations
 throughout their literary journey, written by the author herself.”...


GalleyCat, Oct. 8; Apple Press Info, Oct. 8


OverDrive’s worldwide ebook reading club


More than 30,000 libraries and schools are participating in the world’s
 largest global ebook reading club. Big Library Read, facilitated by
 OverDrive, connects readers around the world with an ebook. For the
 first time, two titles will be available to borrow online through
 participating libraries and schools: The Door in the Hedge by Robin
 McKinley (Open Road) and In the Shadow of Blackbirds by Cat Winters
 (Abrams). The free program runs October 7–21; all you need is a
 library card or student ID....


OverDrive, Oct. 8


Will digital ever replace print?


Craig Mod writes: “From 2009 to 2013, every book I
 read, I read on a screen. And then I stopped. You
 could call my four years of devout screen-reading an
 experiment. I felt a duty—not to anyone or anything
 specifically, but more vaguely to the idea of ‘books.’ I
 wanted to understand how their boundaries were
 changing and being affected by technology. Committing myself to the screen felt like the
 best way to do it.”...


Aeon, Oct. 1


12 Windows 10 install issues and how to fix them


Woody Leonhard writes: “With Microsoft saying that
 110 million PCs run Windows 10, you’ve no doubt
 encountered a problem or two or three, either with
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 your upgrades or with those of your colleagues,
 family, or friends. Here’s my attempt to address the
 most frequent Windows 10 installation problems,
 including initial setup problems. Hopefully the advice and pointers will help ease the pain,
 should you find yourself trapped.”...


InfoWorld, Oct. 8


Top 10 science project series


Miriam Aronin writes: “Perfect for science fairs, school
 assignments, or plain old fun, these fantastic nonfiction series
 are packed with projects and backed by the science kids need to
 know as they tackle the activities. For example, FUN-damental
 Experiments (Bearport), K–Grade 3. The books in this colorful,
 visually appealing series promote scientific thinking in young
 children by asking for predictions and observations.”...


Booklist, Oct. 1
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American Library Association • October 27, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Slavery’s hidden history


Eric Foner (right)—Pulitzer Prize–winning historian, author of
 Gateway to Freedom: The Hidden History of the
 Underground Railroad (W. W. Norton, 2015), Columbia
 University professor, and author of more than 20 history
 texts—spoke to American Libraries about his latest book and
 his plans for the future. Foner’s specialty is the American
 Civil War and Reconstruction, and he has been teaching a
 popular course on that topic to Columbia undergraduates for more than 30 years....


American Libraries feature, Oct. 27


Libraries Transform campaign launches October 29


On October 29, ALA President Sari Feldman (right) will
 officially launch “Libraries Transform,” a national public
 awareness campaign that will highlight the transformative
 nature of our nation’s libraries and elevate the critical role
 libraries play in the digital age. As part of the national
 launch, Feldman will tour a variety of libraries in
 Washington, D.C., to view the power of libraries in action
 and to gather best practices that will be shared with the
 library profession and the public at large....
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ALA Public Awareness Office, Oct. 23


 


 


Vote on cybersecurity bill imminent


Adam Eisgrau writes: “The Cybersecurity Information
 Sharing Act of 2015 reemerged this month in the Senate
 in new and, to be fair, somewhat improved guise. The bill
 in its current form is still being misadvertised by its
 sponsors as a means of preventing serious cyberattacks
 like those perpetrated recently against the Office of
 Personnel Management, the Pentagon’s non-classified
 email system, and Sony.” The White House endorsed the bill on October 22 as opposition
 from Silicon Valley mounted....


 District Dispatch, Oct. 23; Government Executive, Oct. 23; CNET, Oct. 26


2015 Teens’ Top Ten titles


YALSA has announced the official titles of the 2015
 Teens’ Top Ten. Teens all over the world voted from
 August 15 through Teen Read Week (October 18-24).
 Altogether, more than 27,000 votes were cast for the 24
 nominees (PDF file). A video (1:56) features 2015 Teen
 Read Week spokesperson Bella Thorne (right)
 announcing the winning titles. The Teens’ Top Ten is a
 “teen choice” list, where teens nominate and choose their favorite books of the previous
 year....


YALSA, Oct. 27


 


 


Why Americans love their public libraries


Wayne A. Wiegand writes: “Americans love their public
 libraries, but why? Historical research shows reasons fit
 into three broad categories: for the useful information
 they make accessible; for the public spaces they provide
 that help construct community; and for the transformative
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 potential that reading, viewing, and listening to the
 commonplace stories that public libraries provide in a
 variety of textual forms. Historical examples for each abound, including this story about
 hero pilot Captain Chesley ‘Sully’ Sullenberger (above).”...


Oshkosh (Wis.) Northwestern, Oct. 24


LC acquires Robert Dawson’s public library photos


The Library of Congress has acquired 681 photographs
 from “The Public Library: An American Commons,” a
 photographic survey by Robert Dawson of public
 libraries in the United States. The photographs, taken
 from 1994 to 2015, significantly expand LC’s holdings
 describing the American public library—as
 architecture, community space, and a reflection of the
 contemporary social landscape. The collection is the largest acquisition of library
 photography by the Library of Congress since the early 1900s....


Library of Congress, Oct. 26


 


 


Ex-librarians collect Tokyo air raid maps


Former librarian Gen Yamazaki (right) fixes his eyes on a
 map he found in the stacks at the National Diet Library in
 Tokyo in 1981. It shows Hachioji, a city on the outskirts of
 Tokyo, outlined in red. The 86-year-old Yamazaki knows
 the red markings indicate areas burned down in US air raids
 in the final days of World War II, and he recalls the
 hardships he and others suffered at that time. Yamazaki
 thinks this map and others should be made public as
 reference materials for the wartime period....


Japan Times, Oct. 27


Pilot project to boost science literacy


The Portland (Maine) Public Library will be a pilot site for
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 a project to enhance public exposure to science. The
 project, funded in part by a $1.1 million grant from the
 Institute of Museum and Library Services, will help the
 library and five others bring science literacy to the
 community. To build this capacity, the library will offer
 access to scientific tools and equipment, books, media,
 and professionals within the scientific community....


Falmouth (Maine) Forecaster, Oct. 27


Modernized Wayback Machine to launch in 2017


Chris Welch writes: “The Wayback Machine, an
 essential and amazing tool that’s preserved 19 years
 of the web’s history, is getting a big redesign. The
 Internet Archive expects to launch a rebuilt and
 modernized Wayback Machine sometime in 2017,
 promising that it ‘will have more and better webpages
 that are easier to find.’ The existing resource already
 offers over 439 billion captures of web content,
 including websites, video, and images.”...


The Verge, Oct. 22


Found: Tolkien’s annotated map of Middle-earth


A recently discovered map of Middle-earth annotated
 by J. R. R. Tolkien reveals The Lord of the Rings
 author’s observation that Hobbiton is on the same
 latitude as Oxford, and implies that the Italian city of
 Ravenna could be the inspiration behind the fictional
 city of Minas Tirith. The map was found loose in a
 copy of illustrator Pauline Baynes’s copy of The Lord
 of the Rings. Baynes had removed the map from another edition as she began work on
 her own color map of Middle-earth for Tolkien....


The Guardian (UK), Oct. 23


UC scholarly articles to be open access


On October 26, the University of California expanded
 the reach of its research publications by issuing a
 Presidential Open Access Policy, allowing future
 scholarly articles authored by all UC employees to be
 freely shared with readers worldwide. Comprising 10
 campuses, five medical centers, three national
 laboratories, and nearly 200,000 employees, the UC
 system is responsible for more than 2% of the world’s total research publications....
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University of California Office of Scholarly Communication, Oct. 26


Alexia Casale fights to get teens into libraries


Like most authors, Alexia Casale (right) is fiercely
 passionate about the value of libraries and the
 transformative power of books, so she developed YA Shot,
 a library-based teen literature festival and a year-long
 program of author visits, and she wants to roll it out
 throughout the UK. She writes: “Anecdotal evidence
 suggests the group who use public libraries the least are
 teenagers, despite the creation of specific spaces for them and careful thought given to
 activities and resources likely to appeal.”...


The Guardian (UK), Oct. 23


New short film, The Library, by Jason LaMotte


Director Jason LaMotte was profoundly affected by his
 neighborhood library in Houston, Texas, and the
 magical feeling it carried was the inspiration behind
 The Library (20:32), his new short film shot in the
 Memorial Library of Bedales School in Steep,
 Hampshire, UK. LaMotte says the film is the “story of
 a 13-year-old girl, Emily (played by Missy Keating)
 who rides her bike to the library each day after school. She begins receiving notes slipped
 to her by a secret admirer, one of the two boys she regularly sees in the library—or so she
 thinks.”...


The Guardian (UK), Oct. 25; Vimeo
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American Library Association • October 2, 2015
 


For daily ALA and library news, check the American Libraries website or subscribe to our
 RSS feed.


Columbia College Banned Books Week read-out


Chicago’s Columbia College was one of many
 organizations holding “read-outs” of banned and
 challenged books during Banned Books Week 2015,
 September 27–October 3. Students, library staff, and
 other participants took turns reading aloud from
 banned books, including James Joyce’s Ulysses, Ray
 Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451, and Sherman Alexie’s The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-
Time Indian....


AL: The Scoop, Oct. 2; Banned Books Week YouTube channel


Registration, housing open for Midwinter


Registration and housing are now open for 2016 ALA Midwinter
 Meeting and Exhibits in Boston, January 8–12. “The conversation
 starts here” every year at Midwinter Meeting, offering the usual gold-
standard networking, updates, exhibits, future-focused discussions,
 innovators, thought leaders, and high-profile speakers....


Conference Services, Oct. 1
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Conference exhibit hall tips


Deb Logan writes: “After attending our first national
 conference in 2000, Liz Deskins and I wrote the
 article, ‘Liz and Deb’s Trip to ALA’s Annual
 Conference: Gentle Tips for Future Attendees.’
 Fifteen years later, many of our tips still work and a
 few need a little updating. Here are some of our best
 recommendations for getting the most out of the exhibit hall.”...


 Knowledge Quest blog, Oct. 1


Education Secretary Arne Duncan to step down


US Education Secretary Arne Duncan (right) plans to step down from
 his Cabinet position in December, leaving the Obama Administration
 more than a year before the president’s term will end, according to two
 administration officials. Duncan, who has led the nation’s education
 policy since the beginning of Obama’s presidency, has come under
 increasing criticism from both the left and the right. The president has
 selected John B. King Jr., who currently acts as deputy secretary of
 education, to replace him....


Washington Post, Oct. 2


A 21st-century Copyright Office


Erik Stallman writes: “On September 30, the
 re:Create Coalition sent a letter to Congress
 regarding Copyright Office modernization. As the
 letter notes, while we all share the goal of helping the office meet the administrative and
 policy challenges of a digital age, there are diverse views of how to accomplish that goal.
 Recently, proposals for modernizing the Copyright Office have morphed into
 conversations about moving the office from the Library of Congress.”...


Center for Democracy and Technology, Sept. 30; Re:Create blog, Sept. 30


OCLC prints its last catalog cards


OCLC printed its last library catalog cards on October
 1, officially closing the book on what was once a
 familiar resource for generations of information
 seekers who now use computer catalogs and online
 search engines to access library collections around
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 the world. This final print run marked the end of a
 service that has steadily decreased over the past few decades as libraries have moved
 their catalogs online....


OCLC, Oct. 1


 


 


The Inside Inn and the 1904 ALA Annual Conference


Larry Nix writes: “In 1904 (October 17–22) ALA held its
 annual conference in conjunction with the World’s Fair
 in St. Louis. Most of the attendees of the conference
 stayed at the Inside Inn, the only hotel located inside
 the fairgrounds. I was recently able to obtain a
 postcard (right) of the hotel, a special hold-to-light
 card. According to George Eberhart, there were 26
 former and future ALA presidents in attendance at the conference, including Melvil Dewey,
 Herbert Putnam, and Gratia A. Countryman.”...


Library History Buff Blog, Oct. 2; July 7, 2011; CentenniAL Blog, June 19, 2007


Service dog helps Manatee County Library aide excel


Terri Simon (right) has been hearing impaired her entire life, and she
 spent her 29 years working as a support staffer for Manatee County
 (Fla.) Public Library without any help. She’s an expert lip reader
 whose main function at the library is customer service. So when
 Simon approached the library administration about the possibility of
 allowing her to bring in a service dog, she received some surprised
 looks. But she felt having a service dog might help some patrons
 realize she is hearing impaired.”...


Manatee County, Florida, Sept. 1


The 10 best smartphones of 2015


Sascha Segan writes: “More than 194 million
 Americans now surf the web and run apps on their
 little handheld computers. With such a huge market,
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 it’s no wonder that there are hundreds of different
 models to choose from. Here at PCMag, we review
 every smartphone released on AT&T, Sprint, T-
Mobile, Verizon Wireless, and many of their sub-brands such as Boost, Cricket, MetroPCS,
 and Virgin. These 10 are our top picks across all of the smartphones available in the US
 today.”...


PC Magazine, Sept. 30; ComScore, Sept. 3


Six apps for creating video collages


Looking for some good web tools to use to create
 educational video collages? This collection has you
 covered. It features a number of popular tools and
 mobile apps to use with students to create, edit, and
 share video collages. The common thing among all of
 these video editors is that they are easy and simple to
 use with no advanced video editing knowledge
 required. Some of these tools work on Chromebooks as well....


Educational Technology and Mobile Learning, Sept. 30


Survey: Digital media use at public libraries


In June and July, OverDrive conducted a user survey
 (PDF file) of nearly 17,000 people to understand
 patron behavior when it comes to using ebooks and
 other digital media at public libraries. The survey
 showed that readers are using library digital
 collections and record numbers of ebooks and
 audiobooks are circulating. Users of all types of digital content rank device compatibility as
 their most important criteria, followed by ease of use, value, and content availability....


OverDrive Blogs, Sept. 30


Women in comics: Some horror for Halloween


Carli Spina writes: “Horror is not a genre I frequently focus on in my
 reading, but my research for this month’s post introduced me to some
 great stories that I wouldn’t normally read and some authors and artists
 whose works I had not previously encountered. If you are a fan of scary
 stories or are simply looking for something to read on Halloween, this list
 will help you find the perfect horror story.”...


YALSA The Hub, Oct. 2
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10 ultra-weird SF novels that became required reading


MaryKate Jasper and Charlie Jane Anders write: “Do you want a science
 fiction or fantasy epic that stretches your brain like taffy and ties it into
 strange irregular shapes? Forget television or movies: Books are where
 the really off-kilter stories are told in speculative fiction. Here are 10
 super-weird SF books that are considered part of the canon. For example,
 Ubik by Philip K. Dick: Most often found in science fiction class syllabi,
 Ubik is also used as an example of late-1960s paranoia about reality and
 government or corporate control of life.”...
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